dichotomies like natural/unnatural as being 'subjective and vague' (p 110). The style becomes at times somewhat pleonastic, as when respect for 'personality and dignity of emerging life' is demanded in relation to the discussion of artificial insemination, or in the statement that getting an organ transplant means a chance to live but also the necessity of 'keeping one’s identity with one’s'.

Illhardt omits certain topics and allows a few factual mistakes to mar the text. Among the neglected topics are health-care policies, medical strikes, sexual problems, confidentiality, whistle-blowing, and medical documentation. Errors include misspelling Patau, confusing P Singer with M G Singer and mislabeling the Austrian writer J Amery as a French philosopher. Wrongful life is misdefined as parents’ claim against medical or social institutions. *Ar moriendi*, an unsettling medieval forerunner of macabre themes, is mentioned as consolation literature for the dying. And the London Medical Group is not an ethics committee (p 161), but a study group which happened to be founded in the same year as the first British Research Ethics Committees.

Shortcomings aside, the book is an adequately structured and broadly focused introduction to modern medical ethics. It should prove useful to beginners in the field, provided they are not misled by the author’s apparent eclecticism and the somewhat erratic selection of references. Incidentally, for a text that carried the sub-title ‘a work book’, this paperback seems grossly over-priced.

MICHAEL H KOTTOW
Ophthalmologist,
Im langen Hau 33,
Stuttgart 80, FRG

A code of Ethics for Social Work – the Second Step


This thoughtful and thought-provoking book deserves a wide readership because it demonstrates an attempt to redefine and review steps taken by social workers in their search for professional ethics. The nine authors contribute generously from their own experiences and thinking since the First Step was taken ten years ago by the adoption by the British Association of Social Workers (BASW) of a ten-point ethical code. That code is reproduced in this book.

Social work in its various forms must constitute one of the oldest bodies of worthwhile work known to civilised societies but only during the last few years have serious attempts been made to weld social workers into a profession.

The ninth contributor, a doctor, draws helpful parallels between medical and social-work practice and I would have welcomed other comparative contributions from members of yet other professions, especially those where it is implicit that the practitioner is an employee and therefore, as the vast majority of social workers are, less than autonomous. Some of the writers have made their contributions clear to readers of any background by giving a few precise examples. Others have not given examples thus at times leaving the non-social-work reader, such as myself, seriously disadvantaged.

In particular I was pleased that several of the contributors had addressed the issue of whose interests social workers should pursue: the client’s, or those of the social worker’s employing authority. I would have liked to have seen more discussion about the possible confusion between personal values and professional objectives. Members of older professions, such as doctors and lawyers, sometimes do not realise how much their own personal or cultural values may influence how they behave towards their patients or clients. Early in my training as a psychiatrist, before abortion law reform, a senior psychiatrist pointed out to me that by ascertaining the religious persuasion of gynaecological colleagues the psychiatrist engineered whether or not his patient would be likely to be offered a termination of pregnancy!

Some readers may be disappointed that the money ethics behind some social-work decisions are not sufficiently addressed. For instance I found no mention of how it is decided in a social-work department when a child in a problem family will be removed; when work with that family is to be switched to work against that family; when efforts to rehabilitate a child will be switched to severing that child’s connections with his family so that he may be fostered with a view to adoption thereby ending social work intervention in that case.

This is a readable, concise, well-produced paperback, it is indexed and the bibliography extends over five pages. It should be of value to all professionals who take an interest in the ethics of their own or any other profession, especially those professionals that operate within the gap between a permutually demanding client group and an eagle-eyed management structure. For social workers that management structure changes its top layer, the voted members of the social services committees, every four years.

DR R BENIANS
Consultant Psychiatrist to Ealing Child Guidance Service,
42 Madeley Rd, London W5

A Primer of Medicine


Modern medical textbooks are worthy tomes; sombre in style, redolent with science and written, very often, in the passive voice. Dr Pappworth is a highly individualistic practitioner and teacher of medicine, and his textbook comes across as a refreshing change. The opinions and experience of the author are unambiguously stated for the student as this the fifth edition of a book first published in 1960.

The first five chapters are of particular interest for readers of this journal, covering the following topics: ethical precepts, learning and teaching clinical medicine, medical vocabulary, the art and science of diagnosis, and history-taking.

In the first chapter he summarises the various ethical codes that have been used in the last few thousand years and proposes a new code of his own with 15 main points, which range from fairly universal principles such as the need to treat patients with sympathy and care regardless of race, colour or religion, to a less common one – that the doctor should ‘treat doctors’ wives or husbands and their children without any payment in money or kind’. Whether one agrees or disagrees with his principles, it is refreshing to see that the student will be plunged into these issues in the first chapter.

The second chapter attacks such sacred cows as basic science, research, and specialisation and Dr Pappworth argues that these activities and trends have been unduly influential in the last two decades. In his chapter on medical vocabulary he justifiably attacks neologisms, jargon, and abbreviations,
Health and Human Values: a Guide to Making Your Own Decisions


Drawing from their respective disciplines the three authors – an educationalist, an internist, and a philosopher – have constructed a very useful guidebook to philosophical discourse in medicine. The overall objective of the book is to broaden discussion on recent biomedical developments, with particular emphasis on the human values dimension of medical education. In accord with this objective the opening chapter outlines procedures for analysing problems in the sphere of practical reasoning and provides helpful guidelines for reaching moral decisions. Anyone looking for answers to specific moral questions will, however, be disappointed. The general idea behind this book is not to argue for any particular proposal, but to present the reader with the main issues in biomedical ethics, together with the analytical tools for dealing with them, in as broad a context as possible. As such the merit of this book is primarily pedagogical.

The second chapter covers fairly familiar ground: it assesses arguments concerning the value and rights of human life in the context of decision-making with regard to abortion and other prenatal procedures. The next two chapters focus on moral decision-making about life and death. This includes an objective, but perhaps inconclusive, summary of recent opinions concerning the status of brain death and criteria for the loss of human personhood. The remaining chapters consist of well-informed accounts of the arguments about rights in the context of health-care. The final chapter deals with some of the controversies in recent work in applied ethics.

One of the benefits of cross-disciplinary work of this kind is that the philosophical discourse is free from science-fiction speculation and is generated out of real problems. Each chapter begins with an actual case study from medical practice which effectively illuminates the moral problems under discussion. The structure of each chapter has been designed with the interests of practical students in mind. Familiar case studies are presented and followed by a list of key questions for discussion. Then follows an analytical survey of the issues and a group of selected readings drawn from a wide range of disciplines. Each chapter concludes with an annotated bibliography.

This is a thoroughly researched book with a large reliable index, bibliographical charts and tables which highlight important points. It is a work-book which will be of considerable value for leaders of study groups interested in biomedical ethical issues.

David Lamb is a Lecturer in Philosophy at the University of Manchester. He is also Editor of the journal, Explorations in Medicine.

Medical Ethics

Peter Doherty, 84 pages, Bristol, £1.00, postage extra if overseas, Guild of Catholic Doctors, 1983.

The aim of this work is to expand Catholic moral teaching on medico-moral issues and apply that teaching to new trends in medicine, thus providing for the 1980s what Fr A Bonner's The Catholic Doctor provided for the '40s and '50s. But Dr Doherty could have succeeded only partially in this task, since the sheer brevity of his volume allows no really detailed consideration of any of the topics treated. Also, there are some weaknesses in the book, of which two deserve to be mentioned at the outset. First, the organisation and presentation of the book have a certain amateurish, even careless, quality (for instance, the subtitle, Contribution to Medical Ethics, repeats the main title – surely unintended – moreover this subtitle appears only on the cover, not on the title page!). In places the author's style is awkward, sometimes even grammatically faulty, and occasionally his thoughts are expressed unclearly (for example the first sentence on p ix).

Secondly, Dr Doherty is not entirely at home with philosophical terminology and ways of arguing, and it is a pity that he did not collaborate more closely with one or more professional philosophers. As it is, the book is distinctly stronger on the medical side than on the philosophical side, and so the best chapters are those in which the author draws on his long medical experience.

These are the chapters entitled Transmission of Life, Manipulation of Life (on modern psychiatry), Termination of Life and The Cost-Benefit Equation (on problems of resource allocation). Also, the six case studies discussed at the end of the book are representative of problems encountered in day-to-day practice and Dr Doherty's comments on each of them are valuable.

Since the book is intended primarily as a guide for Catholic doctors (as the Master of the Guild of Catholic Doctors makes clear in his preface, on p viii), the author is at pains to expound unambiguously a Catholic viewpoint on all the contentious matters which can arise in day-to-day practice, particularly on matters such as contraception, sterilisation, abortion, artificial insemination and in vitro fertilisation where the Catholic view is not shared by many other people. In this Dr Doherty largely succeeds, and indeed his short summaries of Catholic teachings on contraception (p 25), organ transplantation (pp 29-30), transsexual surgery (p 31) and abortion (pp 45-50) are clear and to the point. On the other hand there is a disappointing lack of attention to in vitro fertilisation (a single paragraph on p 33). But again, the treatment of the philosophical issues at stake is not equal to that of the medical issues. So, for instance, the first chapter, on Theories of Ethics, gives an unsatisfactory account of the ethical theories surveyed – Emotivist Ethics, Utilitarianism and Duty Ethics. Here the emotive theory appears to be misrepresented as the view that we typically respond to moral problems by acting on immediate emotional impulse, without pausing to reflect